Chap
pter 23

Th
he Ligh
ht Spheere
All
A dow
wn throug
gh historry humaan being
gs have used
u
thee sky to impose
i
order on
n their liives. In
n Genesis
1:14, Go
od says of the Sun
S and Moon and
a vario
ous ligh
hts in thee firmam
ment thaat their purpose
p
is “to divide
d
the
d from
day
m the nig
ght; and
d let them
m be forr signs, and
a for seasons,
s
and forr days, and
a yearrs”.a
Every
y civilisaation deevised itts own calendar
c
. The wise
w men
n
of an
ncient Ch
haldea gazed
g
up
p into th
he sky from
f
theeir purpose-buillt
obserrvatoriess, follow
wed the Sun and
d mappeed out th
he consteellationss,
imbu
uing the spellbin
nding p
patterns with liffe and searchin
s
ng within
n
them for meaaning. From th
he standp
point off history
y we maay regard
d
their efforts as crudee and un
nsophisticated, even
e
miisguided
d, as they
y
enlistted the occult
o
to
o explain
n why th
he sky revolved
r
d and so
ome starrs
‘wandered’ whilst
w
o
others
diid not. But theey were the scieentists of
o
their day, and
d they did
d their best witth what they had
d – a cleear sky, a
ziggu
urat, and
d an unssearchab
ble enig
gma. To
o solidiffy their theoriees
they would
w
enshrine
e
them in
n myth. Small wonder…
w
… they probably
p
y
just got
g fed up
u chang
ging them
m!

Fig.1 Th
he Gezer Calendar
3000 years old, disccovered in 1908 near Jerrusalem,
it ascribees duties succh as harvesst to specificc months.

Aroun
nd 2,00
00 yearrs later, in 1608, the telesco
ope waas
inven
nted, and
d we can
n only im
magine how thrrilling it must haave been
n
for th
he conteemporariies of Galileo
G
to
o view the
t soap
p-bubblee surface
of ou
ur cratered Moon for th
he very first
f
timee. And as brilliiant men
n
figureed out th
he motio
ons of th
he planeets, God’s job was
w in jeo
opardy –
which
h was sttrange, seeing
s
a he waas all in favour of them
as
m doing it
i

i the first
in
f
placce! Th
he main thrust of whatt came to be known
k
as
a the Copernic
C
can Rev
volution was the
s
scientifi
ic discov
very thaat the Su
un ratherr than th
he Earth is at thee centre of the solar
s
sysstem, wh
hich, on
n the face
o it, say
of
ys very little
l
abo
out God
d. Questtions ariise, such
h as: ‘Wh
hat doess the Earrth goin
ng round
d the Sun
n have to
o
d with the cen
do
ntre of th
he univeerse?’ ‘IIsn’t thee Big Ba
ang at th
he centree?’ and ‘How does
d
man knowiing these
t
things
m
mean
theere is no God?’
In
I my view,
v
con
nfusion arises here
h
because wee are try
ying to compare
c
e grassho
oppers to
t aerop
planes to
o
c
cheese.
So firstt...
•

G
Grasshop
oppers:
In terms of the Solar
S
Sy
ystem th
he Coperrnican Revoluti
R
on was a break
kthrough
h because
i correccted the mathem
it
matics off what we
w obserrve. Ho
owever, interesttingly it is not even
e
true
t
that
'the Sun ratther than
n the Eaarth is at
a the cen
ntre'. Why?
W
Because
B
the entiire Solarr System
m
r
revolves
s around
d its co
ommon centre of masss, or barycent
b
tre, whiich mov
ves abo
out a biit
a
accordin
ng to thee positio
on of th
he planets. Duee to the Sun's sheer
s
sizze the centre is usually
y,

a

It’s quiite soberin
ng how sttraightforw
ward, alm
most scienttific, Genesis 1:14 sounds. It’s
I not ass though God
G said, “Go ye forth,
fo
gazee
i
into
the heavens, and come up
u with a shedload
d of ridicu
ulous godss and anim
mals.” And yet thee God of the
t Judeo-Christian
n
s
scriptures
s is today less identtified with
h science than with
h superstittion, of wh
hich the Bible
B
reco
ords endlessly that he
h disapproves!
(
(E.g.
Isaia
ah 47:12,13)
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though not always, inside the Sun. So technically the Sun can no more be said to be the
centre than the Earth. What is science for if not splitting hairs?
We have to remember that, to the medievals, the Solar System was the universe, just
as our Milky Way galaxy was to Einstein, so it was all a massive deal to them. Armed with
new knowledge, many scientists now believed that the Sun – rather than the Earth – was the
centre of the universe; a scientific advancement which enabled the swapping of one
erroneous belief for another.
•

Aeroplanes:
Even the Big Bang is not the universe’s 3-Dimensional centre. Artists' renditions of
spectacular explosions are highly misleading because scientists now know that the universe
has no unique physical centre. However (and this is where the confusion starts), this is not to
say that the universe has no centre, because as a 4-Dimensional entity it has as many ‘centres’
as it has 'points'. You are looking out now from a centre, because every space-time location
may be considered a unique vantage point from which the universe may be said to have
arisen, bounded by an equal amount of surrounding universe, all with its own customised
constellation view, adding up to every conceivable vantage point with every possible
constellation permutation! This is not at all easy to wrap one’s head around.
More on this as we go...

•

Cheese:
Of course, heliocentrism says nothing whatsoever about God because nowhere does
the Bible state that the Earth is at the centre of the universe. Any reference to the Sun going
up, down or around is simply the kind of thing astronomers might say on holiday. But the
medieval Church was patron to the scientific mainstream who were clinging on to a
geocentrism which stemmed, not from the Bible, but the ancient Greek systems of Aristotle
and Ptolemy.
The Church itself was less concerned with space than emphasising the significance of
mankind in the eyes of God and by association their own pompous role, which led them, in
the words of Pope John Paul II, "unduly to transpose into the realm of the doctrine of the
faith, a question which in fact pertained to scientific investigation."a whereupon also unduly
to confiscate telescopes, imprison astronomers if they complained, and burn them if they
persisted. But it’s ok, they said sorry, in 1992!! – although whether from true penitence or
just an absurdly belated attempt at damage limitation only God may judge.
In the meantime… hair shirts all round.

Into the Void
The telescope transformed science, but today’s astronomers still have a tough job with the universe.
It's a far cry from simply looking into the sky and mapping out what they see. The speed of light
complicates things because it is relatively slow as it traverses the vast expanse of space – if the Sun stopped
a

The New York Times, 1 Nov 1992, http://www.nytimes.com/1992/11/01/world/vatican-science-panel-told-by-pope-galileo-wasright.html - Accessed 12th Mar 2016
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shining we wouldn’t even know about it for 8 minutes! When we
look at a star such as Sirius which is a mere 8.6 light-years away
from us, we are viewing light that has taken 8.6 years to reach us.
What this means is that we are seeing Sirius, not as it is now, but
as it was 8 years and 7 months ago! I remember when I was a lad
being fascinated to shine a torch up into the winter sky… the
photons from that torch (assuming they survived the atmosphere
and cosmic radiation) could be well past Sirius by now!
When we gaze in wonder into the night sky, the universe
becomes a gigantic ‘timescope’. In their book, Bang!, Brian May,
Patrick Moore and Chris Lintott tell us that, because the light we
see coming from the Pole Star right now left it in the early 1600s,
“…any astronomer there equipped with a sufficiently powerful
telescope could look at the Earth and see England as it used to be
in the time of Shakespeare.” a
Amazing. But, like everything else, light itself only ever
exists in the present. The light from Olde England leaves
Shakespeare’s ‘present’ and arrives in the Polaris astronomer’s
‘present’, so wherever the light is all along its journey, it is the present. However, what we all experience as
the present is a different matter. Because light takes time to travel, all around us our eyes view a range of
‘moment nows’, all of which are in the past. Even the light from this book left it in your past. Only your
'inner now' (whatever that is) coupled with all light currently registering in your brain may be thought of as
the present. Therefore, as we look around us there is no visually simultaneous ‘moment now’ – instead there
are 13.8 billion years-worth of them out there, all whizzing around the cosmos in every possible direction in
the form of light, experiencing stuff like emission, absorption, reflection and deflection.

Reflection… In addition to this, Einstein showed that relative movement causes each one of us to
perceive time in such a way that none of us is able to see happening a ‘moment now’ on which we can all
agree! Relativity has buried forever any idea of universal simultaneity.
Light beams, made up of massless photons – which behave sometimes as a particle, sometimes as a
wave – travel at just under 300,000 km per sec, covering a distance of 1 light-year in a year. Therefore, each
year we might expect to see farther into the great void by a distance of one light-year, because we see an
extra year’s worth of light that has been travelling toward us since the beginning of time. However,
although the distance into the universe we can see does increase at the speed of light, astronomers tell us it is
compounded by the universe’s expansion which stretches the travelling light waves themselves (redshift),
resulting in an actual radius for the observable universe in the region of (not 13.8, but) 46.6 billion lightyears! You will see from this that, according to the current model, over great distances the expansion of the
universe outstrips the speed of light.
Who needs science fiction?!

a

Brian May, Patrick Moore, Chris Lintott, Bang!, Carlton 2012, P11
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Bubble Trouble
We see light from space – variously coloured dots and smudges mostly – which is arriving at us from
a certain direction, having travelled a certain distance, from which, by examining the light’s spectrum,
astronomers are able to glean huge amounts of information, such as whether the source is moving toward or
away from us, its speed, and its chemical composition. This is not limited to visible light but extends right
through the electro-magnetic spectrum from radio waves to gamma radiation. From this they have been able
to accurately 3D map vast areas of the observable universe. And yet – as cosmologist Max Tegmark’s
graphic shows on P88 of Our Mathematical Universea – even these are still surprisingly ‘local’. The
website Space.comb puts it well,
‘Like a ship in the empty ocean, astronomers on Earth can turn their telescopes to peer 13.8
billion light-years in every direction, which puts Earth inside of an observable sphere... The
word "observable" is key; the sphere limits what scientists can see but not what is there.’
Astronomers believe the universe to be far larger than the bit we see, but it’s not quite as simple as
not being able to see anything beyond a certain distance like straining our eyes beyond a distant mountain,
because, as far as light is concerned, we live at the centre of a bubble. The observable universe is like a
gigantic space-bubble – a sphere – all around us, and due to the finite speed of light the bit we see of the
universe is not at all what it actually looks like today. The light speed limit means we can never know that.
Instead, the farther we look, the farther back in time we see. Astronomers call this 'look-back time', and in
the same way that Antarctic ice cores reveal the Earth’s climate history, this 3-Dimensional cross-section
through deep space cuts a swathe through the entire universe’s history, with Polaris still looking
Shakespearean, and the farthest objects like tiny faint light-fossils looking exactly as they did long, long,
long before the dinosaurs!

Reflection… Light comes to us as information about the past – even the photons currently
reflecting off your hand haven’t yet reached your eyes. Photons carry all this information throughout the
universe, and whatever you, Shakespeare, or the Emperor Nero have done is still there to be watched from
somewhere, because the light is moving at the same speed as the unfolding of time itself. Although no-one
can go physically back in time, in theory everything that has ever happened in the whole of cosmic history
could still be seen happening, from somewherec.

The CMB
As a direct result of the speed of light, the extreme surface of this viewable bubble – its perimeter –
is like a vast spherical snapshot of the beginning of time, spread like thin butter all around the distant void!
Using radio telescopes we can actually still see the Big Bang, or at least detect light still arriving from its
immediate aftermath – this is the cosmic microwave-background radiation, or CMB for short. Although
accurately predicted in 1948 by Alpher and Herman, it was discovered accidentally by two telephone
engineers in 1964 (for which the latter received the Nobel Prize!)
a
b
c

Max Tegmark, Our Mathematical Universe, Penguin 2015, P88
http://www.space.com/24073-how-big-is-the-universe.html - Accessed 24th Oct 2015
With the exception of black holes, which can’t be seen from anywhere due to the fact that they trap the light.
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Fig.2 WMAP
P image of
o the CM
MB anisotrropya.
The cosmic microwave
m
e-backgrou
und radiaation, or CMB,
C
map
pped overr a period of nine yeears by NASA's
N
W
WMAP
sateellite.
The oval shape rep
presents a view of the
t wholee sky, with
h the vary
ying shadees exaggerating exttremely sllight temp
perature differences
d
s
around 2.73° abo
ove absolu
ute zero.

Also
A
callled ‘rellic radiaation’, th
he CMB
B represents thee oldest light in
n the un
niverse, the
t resu
ult of the
r
release
of trapp
ped ligh
ht in an event known
k
as ‘pho
oton deccoupling
g’ that allowed
a
the cossmos to become
t
transpar
rent a mere
m
380,,000 yeaars or so
o after itts incepttion. An
nd becau
use phottons eveerywherre were suddenly
s
y
a
able
to travel freely,
f
this
t
resiidual lig
ght of creation
c
is everrywheree, flying
g about in everry direction and
d
i
immersi
ing us all like air
a in a room.
r
The
T arch
hived site of the Harvarrd Smith
hsonian Center for
f Astrophysics
d
describe
es it well,
‘
‘…we
ca
an actua
ally deteect the liight left over fro
om the era
e of th
he Big Bang.
B
Th
he blind
ding ligh
ht
t
that
wass present in ourr region of spacce has lo
ong sincce travelled off to
t the fa
ar reaches of the
u
universe
e. But light
l
fro
om dista
ant partss of thee universse is jusst now arriving
g here at
a Earth
h,
b
billions
of
o yearss after th
he Big Bang.’ b
As
A observers, we
w experrience th
he CMB
B sphericcally all around us becaause it comes
c
att us even
nly from
m
e
every
diirection in the sky.
s
Ho
owever, it
i has no
ow coolled down
n to justt above absolutee zero as
a its waavelength
h
h been stretched (red
has
dshifted
d), resultting in an extreemely weak
w
baackgroun
nd 'glow
w' far beelow thee visible
s
spectrum
m.

a

"Ilc 9yrr oll4096"" by NAS
SA / WMA
AP Sciencce Team - http://maap.gsfc.naasa.gov/m
media/1212
238/ilc_9y
yr_moll40
096.png. Licensed
L
u
under
Pub
blic Domaain via Wikimedia
W
Common
ns h
https://up
load.wikiimedia.org
g/wikiped
dia/commons/c/c1/W
WMAP_iimage_of_
_the_CMB
B_anisotrropy.jpg
b
th
https:///www.cfaa.harvard.eedu/seufo
orum/faq.h
htm#m10 - Accesssed 11 Ju
uly 2015
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Fig.3 The
T Earth
h-bound ob
bserver’s view of the
t cosmicc microwave-backg
ground raadiation which
w
arriv
ves from every
e
direection in
space – consistin
ng of phottons of lig
ght which
h have trav
velled from every point
p
since the univ
verse was a mere 380,000 yeears old.

Before
B
t release, the universse consisted of an opaq
this
que, whiite-hot, hydroge
h
en plasm
ma fog. As such
h
t CMB
the
B formss an obsservation
nal barriier beyo
ond whicch our only
o
means of peering
p
into thee Big Baang itsellf
m be through
may
h gravity
y waves. But alll this raises more questions than
n it answ
wers…

Reflect
R
tion… It’s
I amaazing to think th
hat the observab
o
ble universe forrms a lig
ght spheere all arround us
u
r
reaching
g right back
b
to the Big
g Bang, and alth
hough visibility
v
y stops a little short
s
du
ue to thee physiccs of thaat
p
primord
dial mom
ment, asstronomeers are able to reach into the beginniing of time
t
and
d observ
ve it haappening
g.
W
What
th
hey are viewing
v
g may bee a 3D sphericaal cross--section of our 4D 'tim
me-shapeed' univeerse, wh
here time
a the physical distancce of spaace beco
and
ome aspeects of the
t samee thing.

You’ree Every
ywheree and Nowher
N
re Baby
y
All
A this begs thee questio
on, ‘How
w can liight from
m the beeginning
g of time still be reachin
ng us… wouldn’
w
’t
i have overtake
it
o
en the Ea
arth lon
ng ago?’’ Yes it did, it is now, and
a it alw
ways wiill, becaause, as the
t cosm
mologistts
t us, the universe ittself is not
tell
n 3D, but in some sense
s
4D
D. Thee Big Bang
B
‘lo
ocation’ happen
ned in 44
D
Dimensi
ions, an
nd becau
use it waas the beeginning
g of spaace itselff, there was
w no outside it. Eveen the Earth – or
o
t regio
the
on now occupieed by thee Earth – was co
ontained
d within that com
mpacted all-pow
werful ev
vent.
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All this is very hard to picture. The problem is it’s impossible to imagine what the creation event
would have been like at all because, to our knowledge, nothing else remotely comparable has happened. But
it’s important to understand that it was not an explosion in the traditional sense. Although the universe’s
origin may be thought of as having emerged from a single point – known as the Big Bang singularity – the
universe’s true ‘shape’ is 4-Dimensional, which means it happened a dimension up from anything we might
picture. And this is the hard bit… that original point was all that existed, therefore, the origin was
everywhere.
Professor Edgar Andrews, a world expert on explosives, writes,
‘…we need to understand that the big bang was not some kind of cosmic-scale explosion in
space. If it had been, the universe would be expanding away from some central point at
which the explosion occurred.’ a
Concurring with Andrews, UK Astronomer Royal, Martin Rees informs us,
‘The often-used analogy with an explosion is misleading inasmuch as it conveys the image
that the Big Bang was triggered at some particular centre. But as far as we can tell, any
observer – whether on Earth, on Andromeda, or even on the galaxies remotest from us –
would see the same pattern of expansion. The universe may once have been squeezed to a
single point, but everyone had an equal claim to have started from that point.’ b
Earlier, in Chapter 9, I concluded the discussion with the following:
because we are able to extrapolate up from Flatland’s circle through Spaceland’s sphere to
Hyperland’s hypersphere, the process tells us the shape of the universe. Much cosmological
speculation is answered by the simple logic of EA Abbott’s Flatland, which indicates that:
Our universe is geometrically equivalent to a 4-Dimensional hypersphere.
By applying the basic principles of Flatland to our everyday experience we were able to see why it is
that each one of us looks out as observer from (not the, but) a centre of the universe. The earliest point is
viewed at the greatest distance in every direction, therefore the observer’s centre is, by necessity, the latest
point that original light has reached. This is what we find in practice, that looking out into space as far as it
is possible to see, the CMB is always viewed coming at the observer from the perimeter. And this earliest
viewable point – our universe’s origin – appears to us as though it were smeared across the inner surface of a
sphere.

Reflection… All this results in our and ET’s light sphere bubbles, together comprising trillions and
trillions of uniquely ‘observable universes’. As Wikipedia puts it, ‘Every location in the Universe has its
own observable universe, which may or may not overlap with the one centered on Earth.’ c
Of course the beginning of the universe isn’t really out there on the perimeter now; that’s just how it
appears after 14 billion years, and the earliest galaxies all probably look much like ours now. It’s important
to get hold of the fact that the universe as observed and the universe as is are two very different things,
because the one we see is just the view from the centre of our bubble.
a
b
c

Edgar Andrews, Who Made God?, EP Books 2010, P104
Martin Rees, Just Six Numbers, Phoenix 2001, P74-75
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_universe - Accessed 5th June 2015.
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Everyone has an ‘equal claim’ because each one of us stands at the centre of our own personalised
observational bubble on the surface of which all the light, energy and matter of the universe originated, even
when that bubble was tinier than a pin-prick! Light arriving from the perimeter on the surface of the bubble
emanated from the beginning of time and we can never see beyond it because there is no beyond it to be
seen. Counter-intuitively – and this is the key – it is the perimeter where the explosion begins! And with
the passage of time, as an observer at the spherical centre of one of many trillions of individual point-events
it is you who are getting farther away from that origin from which first light is forever travelling.
This apparent paradox – that the observer at the centre should be receding from the perimeter (rather
than the other way round, which would not offend our sensibilities) – will be examined as we go. The
reason it appears not to make sense is because the universe is actually 4D, whereas our concept, like our
view of it, is 3D – and because of this the Dimensionality of EA Abbott will have much to say. But we will
go far toward overcoming this limitation by keeping in mind that all the 3D we see in the moment now is
just one single spherical cross-section of a greater 4-Dimensional reality which is not directly accessible to
the human imagination. We are located within it, therefore we experience the universe one dimension lower
in 3D, in accordance with two of our Flatland-derived principles: the Principle of Cross-Sectionsa and the
‘Edge-On’ Principleb.
But all this is just scratching the surface, because this idea of the observable universe as a crosssection of the universe 'proper' holds a treasure chest-load of explanatory power. Methinks the dragon is
asleep... let us steal his gold.

a

The Principle of Cross-Sections: A lower dimension can experience higher dimensions only in cross-section as they pass
through in consecutive slices.
b
The ‘Edge-On’ Principle: Each dimension is viewed from within itself one dimension lower.
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